Abstract. A general abstract model of time-independent kinetic equations on the half-line is presented. The existence and uniqueness of the solution is proved under specified incoming flux and nonmultiplying boundary reflection processes. An iterative method is formulated for computing in principle the solution by using the solution of the analogous problem without reflection. In many concrete cases (e.g. neutron transport, BGK model in rarefied gas dynamics, etc.) the available explicit expression for the latter provides the actual solution of the general problem. Possible generalizations and open problems are briefly discussed.
1. Introduction. In recent years substantial progress has been reported on the existence and uniqueness theory for the solution of boundary value problems of the type where T is an injective self-adjoint operator, Q+ and Q_ the orthogonal projections onto the maximal positive and negative T-invariant subspaces and A a positive self-adjoint (bounded or unbounded) Fredholm operator. The operators 9 and J as well as the precise meaning of the norm in (1.3) will be specified later. This boundary value problem models a variety of time-independent transport phenomena in semi-infinite media with boundary conditions appropriate to incoming flux specification and, if is nonzero, to a (partial) reflection at the boundary. In most instances, however, it has been assumed that 9=0 (absence of reflection), and in this case the solution +, whenever unique, is represented in the form (1.4) + ( x ) e-Xr-a'4Eq +, x l +.
In this direction we note the important contributions of Hangelbroek [14] , Lekkerkerker [16] , Beals [1, 2] , van der Mee [19] and Greenberg et al. [13] . Only recently such a theory has been developed with full account of boundary reflection processes (R 0). For general o's the existence proof required a condition which will turn out to be automatically satisfied. Maslova [17] , [18] published related results on the linearized Boltzmann equation with a sufficiently regular intermolecular potential. Greenberg and van der Mee [12] formulated a related radiative transfer problem in an abstract setting, but their result deals with (1.1) on a finite interval. The abstract approach was recently followed by van der Mee [20] , who announced some results on this problem.
The paper is organized as follows. For the reader's convenience in 2 we provide a brief but fairly complete review of the existence and uniqueness theory for the solution of (1.1)-(1.3). Section 3 contains the procedure of computing the solution of the problem with reflection from the solution of the same problem without reflection (= 0). This iterative scheme can be implemented whenever the albedo operator E in (1.4) is known explicitly, wch is actually the case for a large class ofproblems. Namely, if A is a compact perturbation of the identity, an expression for E in terms of generalized Chandrasear H-functions [9] has been given by van der Mee [21] , thereby generalizing a plethora of results obtained before for specific models (neutron transport, radiative transfer, BGK models, etc.). In some cases the iterative procedure can also be derived from a half-range completeness result involving H-functions (cf. [7] , for instance). At present, no explicit representation is known for the albedo operator E in the case of the Fokker-Planck model (1.5)-(1.7) and more general Sturm-Liouville problems.
2. Existence and uniqueness theol. In the present section we provide a brief but fairly complete review of the existence and uniqueness theory for the solution of (1.1)-(1.3). In order to explain the later introduction of a number of concepts, we present the overall flavor of the theory by first considering T bounded and A strictly positive and neglecting reflection processes, which is relevant to radiative transfer in absorbing atmospheres [9] and neutron transport in submultiplying reactors [7] . Using semigroup theory, one may naturally write solutions to (1.1) and Q_ (0)= _. In a natural way one may thus express the unique solvability of both half-space problems, for x (0, ) and for x (-, 0), in terms of the invertibility of the operator V, which maps the nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) spectral subspace of T-1A into the ranges of the projections Q onto forward (resp. backward) "fluxes". As a matter of fact, V(0)=+, E V-1 is called the albedo operator and formula (1.4) 
T-A=( T-'AIzo)S-'.
The operator S is self-adjoint with respect to the positioe definite inner product on
For isotropic neutron transport in a conservative medium, where Z 0 can be constructed explicitly, this Proposition 2.1 is due to Lekkerkerker [16] . It later appeared in more abstract form in [19] , [13] , [2] .
Let T'(x) -A(x), xl +, (2.14) (2.17) :in>=0" This is the case for conservative neutron transport [16] and for the Fokker-Planck equation [4] , where the root subspace as defined by (2.1) Let us now define P as the projection onto (T[Z0])" along Z 0 and PP/ (resp. PP_) as the projection onto the maximal positive (resp. negative) S-invariant subspace along the direct sum of Z 0 and the maximal negative (resp. positive) S-invariant subspace. Here positivity and negativity relate to the inner product (2.6) and essential use has been made of the Spectral Theorem for S (cf. Proposition In general, for Z0 KerA one will find a larger measure of nonuniqueness of the solution than for the problem (2.13)-(2.15), which can be accounted for by considering the normal solutions f + f2 x.
3. An iteration procedure. Let us consider a suitable bounded strictly positive albedo operator E on H r, such that q(0)=E+ yields a solution of (2 .8) Let us consider the specific example of the scalar BGK model. The existence and uniqueness theory for this example without reflection is immediate from [1] , and has also been published by Kaper [15] . For a combination of specular and diffuse reflection (no absorption) solutions were obtained before by Cercignani [8] , using expansion with respect to increasing powers of the accommodation coefficient a. Let L_(R)n be the Hilbert space of complex measurable functions on R with inner product For the isotropic Lorentz gas (neutron transport) the calculation has been carried out for various combinations of selective, specular and diffuse boundary conditions (cf. [10] , [11] ) yielding interesting and sometimes striking conclusions about their influence on the boundary layer structure, density profile at the wall, validity of Fick's law, etc. For instance, the selective reflection of slow particles and absorption of fast ones leads to an accumulation of particles near the wall and a reversal of the density gradient (interpreted in terms of Fick's law, as equivalent to a negative diffusion coefficient [11] ). For the Fokker-Planck equation such selective boundary conditions have been investigated numerically by Burschka and Titulaer [6] . We remark that in general (e.g. for so-called selective boundary conditions [6] , [11] ) the operator is not self-adjoint in H r. Since only the contraction property of plays a role in all derivations and not whether it is self-adjoint, our existence, uniqueness and iteration results also apply to selective boundary conditions.
